


Corporate Overview
Thai Aerospace Industries (TAI) is primarily a military maintenance, repair and overhaul 
(MRO) company seeking to deliver complete aviation solutions, with innovation, quality 
and value-adding services, through our worldwide partnerships. 

Thai Aerospace Industries (TAI) Co., Ltd. is an aviation service provider one-stop-
shop for the MRO as well as general aircraft spare parts, avionics, component and 
accessories, ground equipments supply. TAI is dedicated to providing Thailand customer 
and South East Asia with comprehensive logistic support civil and military aircraft, 
helicopter and UAV. We offer quality fast turnaround and competitive cost. Our company 
work with manufactures, distributors supported their requirements and turn key service 
solution. TAI management has been formed by a successful aviation and defence 
professional team with more than 20 years of experience. We have also employed high 
professional management, engineer and technicians with advance quality assure 
procedures to delivery and supported of a fully-certified.

Global business partnership have joint forces to enable an Asian customer to better sell and service its 
aviation in the use of aircraft and helicopter. We are specialist in our field in the aviation industry. We provide a 
discreet and confidential service, so no matter what your requirements are, we will be able to help you find and 
fulfil your aircraft and business jet or helicopter specification. 

TAI is providing UAVs and simulation system for UAS customer that are designed to improve its mission 
capabilities, We provide extensive experience in weight management, range maximisation and optimisation of 
system performance, and integration of airframe, avionics and payload, while Britannica has developed a web-
base training management system. This supports training, operational scheduling and readiness.

Benefits: Reduced turnaround time (TAT), Cost-effective, One-Stop-shop solutions, Strong, longstanding 
relationships with OEMs



 

We go Above and Beyond. Beyond requirements, above expectation.

Our Structure 

We operate through three key division and provide complete solution to meet current and future military, civil and 
business aerospace and defence challenges and satellite system communication.

We Bring It All Together.
Welcome to Thai Aerospace Industries Company Limited. Experts in Aircraft 
and Helicopter Maintenance , Paint & Structural and Parts Support. 
Thai Aerospace Industries is “Mission Ready”. A private held aerospace company, industry-leading design, 
manufacturing and market-certified solution for the aerospace industry. TAI is Global strategy partners under    
FAA/EASA approved to carry out maintenance, structural repair and paint for your aircraft and helicopter.

With over 700 STCs and 5,000 products sold in more than 10 countries around the SEA, TAI supports all 
types of civil and military operators, all major rotorcraft OEMs, completion centers, and Maintenance, 
Repair and Overhaul facilities. TAI has extensive experience in collaborating with the FAA, EASA, 
Transport Canada and other authorities to obtain certification approvals. TAI is constantly working with  
its customers to develop efficient solutions through its strong engineering and R&D capabilities located 
across multiple centers of excellence in South 
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Thai Aerospace Industries Company Limited.

63 Athenee Tower, 23 Floor, Wireless Road Lumpini, Pathumwan Bangkok 10330

Tel : +66 2 565 8490  Fax : +66 2 565 8530                       

http://www.tai.co.th email : info@tai.co.th info@thai-aerospace.com 

Field support, Overhaul and Maintenance.         Any kind of repairs.    

Our Capabilities
Trusted for our quality of service, engineering excellence, flexibility and reliability, we specialise in the 
conversion, modification, maintenance and support of military and commercial aircraft/helicopter. We also 
provide defence vehicle and shelter designs, protected workspace, survivability, capability development and in-
service support.

Airbus Helicopter: AS350, AS355, EC130, EC135, BK117, B0-105, SA315/316/319;  CASA-212, CN-235, A320

Sikorsky Helicopter: S61, S70, S76, S92 (Black Hawk/Sea Hawk), UH-60, UH-3H, SH-3D, CH124

Bell Helicopter: UH Series, 204, 205, 206/L, 212, 214, 406, 407, 412/EP, CH-416

Agusta Westland: AW139, MD Helicopter: MD500, MD600, Hugh-300

Antonov: Mi-17, ANSAT Boeing: Chinook CH-47D, 737, 747, 777

Beechcraft: 1900C/D, Super King Air 350 Cessna:  Caravan

Lockheed Martin: C-130A/H/J, F-16A/C/D Fokker: 27, 50

Jet Stream:  1400     Marrenco Swiss: SKYe-SH09

 Designer's painting.      Installation of the contemporary avionics.    
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AsiaSat’s Satellite Solution for Thailand & SEA

Thai Aerospace Industries (TAI) is a leading global network and satellite communications 
service provider with South East Asia and Middle East presence Providing high-quality 
managed network service in over 50 countries, TAI delivers unparalleled capabilities to 
meet our’s customer requirements.  

Our integrated approach to product innovation, global network footprint, 
customer focus and experienced staff provide us with a sold platform to solve the 
most complex connectivity challenges. Whether you are on land, at sea or in the air, 
TAI has the right communications solution for you, wherever you are. 

TAI and AsiaSat to be partner strategies to offer AsiaSat’s satellite service to 
VSAT and media customer, currently operates a fleet of four in-orbit satellites, 
AsiaSat 4, AsiaSat 5, AsiaSat 7 and AsiaSat 8, that offer landmass access across more then 50 countries in Asia 
Pacific. TAI will bring remote operations together, connecting people and companies - rapidly, reliably and efficiently. 

Our expertise extend to all companies with remote 
operations at land or sea, who rely on connectivity to 
drive their day-to-day operations, In achieving this,   
we will continue investing on new technologies and 
infrastructure, improve our service offerings and be 
flexible in our ability to adapt to customer’s changing 
needs. 

We are committed to our 
team and to the skill, 
knowledge and 
experience that underpin 
our success. 


